
Solutions, homework assignment 3

Section 3.3, 50: (a) The range of then×n identity matrixIn is all of Rn: for anyy∈Rn,
if I let x = y, thenInx = y.

The null space ofIn is {0}: sinceInx = x for any x in Rn, the only solution to
Inx = 0 is x = 0.

(b) Then×n zero matrixO has the property thatOx = 0 for any vectorx in Rn.
Therefore its range is{0}, because0 is the only thing which can appear on the right
side of the equationOx = y, and its null space is all ofRn.

(c) If A is ann×n nonsingular matrix, then its range is all ofRn, and its null space
is {0}. I’ll provide two explanations. First, sinceA is nonsingular, the only solution to
the equationAx = 0 is x = 0 – that’s the definition of nonsingular. This means that the
only vector in the null space ofA is the zero vector.

Also, Theorem 13 in Section 1.7 says that for anyn×1 vectorb, there is a unique
solution toAx = b. That is, for any vectorb, the systemAx = b is consistent. Therefore
everyn×1 column vectorb is in the range, so the range is all ofRn.

The second explanation: I’ll use the fact that sinceA is nonsingular, it is invertible.
Suppose thaty is in Rn. Let x = A−1y. Then

Ax = A(A−1y) = (AA−1)y = Iny = y.

Thusy is in the range ofA. Also, if x is in the null space ofA, then

x = Inx = (A−1A)x = A−1(Ax)

Sincex is in the null space,Ax = 0, so

x = A−10 = 0.

Thusx = 0: the only vector in the null space ofA is the zero vector.

Section 3.3, 52: (a) Suppose thatx is in N (B), the null space ofB. This means that
Bx = 0. I want to show that(AB)x = 0. Well,

(AB)x = A(Bx),

butBx = 0. Therefore(AB)x = 0, which means thatx is in N (AB).
(b) Suppose thaty is in R(AB), the range ofAB. Then there is a vectorx such

that(AB)x = y. Let z = Bx. ThenAz = y, which means thaty is in the range ofA, as
desired.
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